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1. INTRODUCTION 
The property in question is the persistence of free submodules for finite 
subgroups of CL,(K), by which we mean the following. Let E = K”, the 
space of column vectors of length n over K, on which GL,,(K) acts by 
matrix multiplication. Let G be a finite subgroup of GL,,(K) and suppose E 
contains a nonzero free KG-submodule. Now let V be an arbitrary finite 
dimensional irreducible module for GL,(K) over K. We shall show that V 
also contains a nonzero free KG-submodule unless either SL,(K) acts 
trivially on V, or certain exceptional cases hold. In particular, in these 
exceptional cases, G is an elementary abelian 2-group of order > 2, and E 
itself is a free KG-module of rank 1. 
The connection between this question and the study of relative higher 
relation modules is spelled out in [3] where the latter modules were 
defined. We are grateful to A. Gilchrist for pointing out that the proof of 
Theorem 3.3 of [3] contains an error, which occurs on the last line of 
p. 84. The theorem itself is false as stated, though the number of exceptions 
is quite small. In particular, we see below that the theorem is true under 
the additional hypothesis that B’, # 0. This is the case whenever Theorem 
3.3 is applied in [3], as B, N RBr K, where R is a relation module for the 
finite group G arising from a noncyclic free presentation of G. Thus the 
other results of [3] remain valid (as far as we are aware). 
Our main theorem is the following: 
THEOREM 1. Let K he an arbitrary field, and V be a finite-dimensional 
irreducible (left) module for GL,(K) over K. If K is infinite, assume that V 
affords a polynomial representation of GLJK). Let E be the natural left 
CL,,(K)-module, consisting of column vectors qf length n over K, and G he a 
nontrivial finite subgroup qf CL,,(K). Suppose that E z KG @ E, as KG- 
modules, ,j& some KG-module E, Then one of the following holds: 
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(a) V contains a nonzero free KG-submodule, 
(b) dim, V= 1, 
(c) E, = 0, G is an elementary abelian 2-group of order > 2, and 
V,(A’E)ol’.(An’E)““for some integers a, ba0. Here m=2 or n-2, and 
h = 0 if char K = 0. In this case, V contains no nontrivial,free KG-submodule. 
Here, A’E is the i-th exterior power of E, and if U is a module for a 
group H over a field F of characteristic p > 0, then f7“” denotes the KH- 
module derived from U by applying the Frobenius endomorphism A -+ ,I”” 
to the coefficients of the representing matrices. For convenience we inter- 
pret Fro as the identity map when char K =O. 
Using results of Bore1 and Tits [ 11, we shall deduce a quite similar 
theorem when K is infinite but V does not necessarily afford a polynomial 
representation of GL,,(K) (Theorem 2). In proving Theorem 1, we shall 
first use standard facts to reduce to the case when K is infinite. The 
resulting special case, which we state below as Theorem 1’) is the corrected 
version of Theorem 3.3 of [3]. 
This paper was written during an extended visit to the National Univer- 
sity of Singapore. It is a pleasure to express my gratitude to the staff of the 
Mathematics Department for their warm hospitality. 
2. REDUCTION OF THEOREM 1 TO THE POLYNOMIAL CASE 
Let [F, be the finite field with q elements and IFy be its algebraic closure. 
The following facts about GL,,([F,)-modules are well known, though we 
have not been able to find a satisfactory reference. They can be deduced 
from corresponding facts about SL,,( [F,)-modules (see [6]), or see [S, 
Exercise 8.41. 
(i) Let U be an irreducible [F,[GL,,([F,)]-module. Then U is 
absolutely irreducible, that is, 0= U 0 ryry is an irreducible F,[GL,,([F,)]- 
module where FC, is the algebraic closure of 5,. 
(ii) U can be extended to a polynomial representation of GL,,(F,), 
that is, there exists an irreducible F,[GL,,(f,)]-module c, affording a 
polynomial representation of GL,,(IFy), such that the restriction of e to 
GL,,(IF,) is isomorphic to V. 
Now let V be as in Theorem 1, taking k = iF,. We can think of G as a 
subgroup of GL,,(F,) via the natural inclusion of GL,,([F,) in GL,,(E,), and 
the corresponding natural module J!? of columns of length tt over IF,,, 
satisfies I?Z F,G@ (F,@ E,). Thus, if we take the case of an infinite field 
for granted, we find that either 
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(a) r contains a nonzero free F,G-module, 
(b) dirnrv p= 1, 
(c) E, = 0, G is an elementary abelian 2-group of order > 2, and 
BE (p@BO@ (&E)“” as IF,[GL,,(F,)]-modules. Here m= 2 or n-2, 
h 2 0, and F contains no nontrivial free IF,G-module. The tensor and 
exterior products are over Fy. 
In the first case, since J g 8= VOIFv IFy as IF,G-modules, we find that V 
contains a nonzero free ff qG-module [4, VII. 7. 231. In case (b), clearly 
dirnFU V= 1. In case (c), V@ iFy ry is isomorphic, as F,[GL,(IF,)]-module, 
to ((n”E)O”O(nmE)~~*)OFY where the tensor products are now over ‘Fy. 
By [4, VII.1.221 we may cancel the IF<, and recover the conclusion (c) of 
Theorem 1. 
Thus, from this point, we shall work exclusively with infinite fields. We 
let K denote an arbitrary infinite field, which will remain fixed throughout, 
r= GL,,(K), and use Green [2] as our basic reference for facts about 
polynomial representations of r over K. In particular, the isomorphism 
types of irreducible Kf-modules affording polynomial representations of f 
of degree r are parametrized by the set A +(n, r) of all partitions A: 
A, 3 A2 3 ... 3 A,, 30 of r into at most n parts [2, p. 451. 
Theorem 1 follows from 
THEOREM 1’. Let V he a finite-dimensional irreducible polynomial KI- 
module corresponding to the partition i E A + (n, r). Let E be the natural left 
KI-module and G be a finite subgroup of I such that E z KG @ E, , as KG- 
modules, for some KG-module E,. Then one of the following holds: 
(a) V contains a nonzero free KG-submodule, 
(b) r = mn for some integer m 3 1, and i = (ml’). In this case, V is one- 
dimensional and affords the representation g -+ (det g)” off, 
(c) E, = 0, G is an elementary abelian 2-group of order > 2, and 
i’ = (12~2”) or (n“(n - 2)’ ), where c = 1 if char K = 0, and c is a power of p zf 
char K = p > 0. In this case, V contains no nontrivial free KG-submodule. 
We are using the notation (1 “2’2. ‘. ) for the partition with r, parts equal 
to i, and 1’ for the conjugate of A. When char K = 0, this is the corrected 
version of Theorem 3.3 of [3]. For the B, there considered can be iden- 
tified with P” and so its irreducible submodules all afford polynomial 
representations of degree c. 
Now the formal character of the irreducible polynomial KT-module 
corresponding to the conjugate of the partition (n”2”) (resp. (nU (n - 2)‘)) 
has leading term (X, ... X,)O (X,X,)C (resp. (A’, ... X,)’ (Xi ... XnP2)(‘) 
(here n > 2). The formal character of A”E is the elementary symmetric 
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polynomial e,,( X , ,..., X,,) if 1 <s<n [2, p. 411 and that of (II’,?)“’ is 
eJY@,..., AC;*), as follows easily. Thus the formal character of 
(/I”E)OU@ (/jmE)‘@ is (X, . X,,)” e,JX~,...,Xpnh), where m = 2 or n - 2, and 
when p = 0 we interpret Fr” as the identity map and ph as 1. Taking leading 
coefftcients and using [2, (3.5a)], we see that if c=p”, then the partitions 
of Theorem l’(c) give rise to the modules of Theorem l(c). Thus 
Theorem 1 follows from Theorem 1’. 
3. POLYNOMIAL REPRESENTATIONS 
Keeping the notation of Theorem 1’) we now prove the following, which 
is the major part of that theorem. 
(*) If A,, > l.,Y+, ,for some s with 1 <s < n, and V does not contain a 
nonzero ,free KG-submodule, then E, = 0 and G and A satisfy the conditions 
of Theorem 1 ‘(c). 
The proof uses: 
LEMMA. Let G be a ,finite group qf order g > 1, and h be an integer 
satisfying 1 d h <g. Then there exists a subset S of G sati?fying 
(ii) if x E G, then xS = So x = 1, unless G has exponent 2 and h = 2 or 
g - 2. 
The simple proof which follows is due to R. M. Bryant, and we are 
grateful for his permission to include it. It seems likely that most subsets of 
a finite group should satisfy (ii), that is, should belong to a regular G-orbit 
under the action of G on its power set by left multiplication. 
Proof of Lemma. For a subset S of G, the stabilizer G, of S is 
Gs= {xEG: xS=S}. 
Clearly, if 1 E S, then G, E S. Also, S and its complement have the same 
stabilizer, so we may assume h < fg. Now if n = 2 and G does not have 
exponent 2, we take an element x E G such that x2 # 1, and put S= { I, x}. 
Clearly G, = 1. 
Thus we may now assume 2 < h < ig. If g = 2k + 1 for some integer k, we 
can write G = { 1 } u lJf=, X,, where each X, consists of a nontrivial 
element ogether with its inverse. Let S be any h-element set consisting of 1 
and at most one element from each X,. Then S contains no nontrivial sub- 
group, so G, = 1. 
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Now suppose [Cl = 2k. Let y be an involution in G, and Y = ( y ). Let 
Y= Y,, Y*,..., Y, be the distinct left cosets UY (U E G) of Y in G. Choose 
t E G\ Y,, and let S, = { 1, y, t }. Clearly, yt I$ S, . Now let S be any h- 
element subset that contains S,, does not contain yt, and contains at most 
one element from each of Y,,..., Y,. Clearly such a set S exists, since 
removing Y, and the cosets containing t and yt leaves at least k - 3 cosets, 
from which we require h-3 elements, taking at most one from each coset. 
Since yt 4 S, we have y # G,. Furthermore, if z E Y, (j> 2) then ZS contains 
zY= Y,, while ISn Y,I < 1. Hence z$G,, and so G,y= 1. 
Proof of (*). Following Green, we write c,, (1 < i, j < n) for the function 
on f which takes a matrix to its (i, j)-th entry. Let Z(n, r) denote the set of 
all functions from r = { 1, 2 ,..., Y} to n = { 1, 2 ,..., n}, so that an element 
in Z(n, r) can be considered as a sequence (i, ,..., i,) with entries in n. For 
i, j~Z(n, Y), we put c,,,= c~,,,c~~~~~.~ c ,,,, and write A(n, Y) for the K-space of 
functions on Z spanned by the ci,, (i,j~Z(n, r)). This is the space of 
polynomial functions on Z that are homogenous of degree r in the n* 
matrix entries. We have an action of Z on the left on A(n, r), written as 
(g, c) + got, via 
(sot)(h) = c(k) (CEA(h r), g, hErI. 
For each 1, E A + (n, r), the set of all partitions of Y into at most n parts, the 
corresponding irreducible polynomial KZ-module F, = Fj.( K) can be 
realized as a KZ-submodule of A(n, Y), namely that spanned by the bideter- 
minant (r, : T,) [2, (5.4~) (5.4d)], and we shall think of it in that way. 
Now let G be as given. Instead of writing a basis of E in the usual way, 
we choose one adapted to the isomorphism E 2 KG @ E, . Thus we obtain 
a basis 
{e.,:xEGuB=X} 
where for g E G we have 
ge,. = e,,(xe G) 
geb = C c,Agk, (h E B). 
USB 
Thus, for x, y E X and g E G, we have 
q&T) = ax.r.., if XEG 
=o if x E B, y 4 B, 
(3.1) 
where 6 is the usual Kronecker symbol. Instead of Z(n, Y), we must now use 
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Z(X, Y), the set of all functions i: r + X. To each in Z(X, r), we associate a 
weight E,, by the rule 
l,(x) = Ii ‘(x)1, (x E X). (3.2) 
Thus 1, E n(X, r), the set of all functions 2 from X to the nonnegative 
integers satisfying C., t x j-(,x) = Y. We are interested in the restriction E.,., of 
E,, to G, and call this the G-wright of /z;. Clearly 
and so iic; belongs to ;i(G, r), the set of all functions 1. from G to the non- 
negative integers such that Cht G L(h) 6 r. 
Now if i, Jo Z(X, r), then 
gc c,.,= 1 Ck.,k)(‘,.r. 
kEl(XJ) 
(3.3) 
from the definition of the r-action. If Jo 1(X, r), s E r and j,, = h E G, then 
from (3.1 )(a), we have L’~. ,(g) = 0 unless k, = gh, in which case ck,,, = 1. 
Also if j, 4 G, then ck,,( g) = 0 unless k,, 4 G. Thus, for all terms occuring 
with nonzero coefficient on the right-hand side of (3), we have 
lk ‘(gh)l = I.i ‘(h)l for all h E G. (3.4) 
Now G operates on J(G, r) by the rule (gA)(h)=A(gmlh)(AeA(G, r), 
g, h E G) and the above shows that 
[f’ 1, ,.G = p E I( G, r), then I.,~, = gp for all k occurring with 
nonzero co@cirnt in (3.3), (3.5) 
For p E J(G, r), let A”(n, r) be the K-subspace of A(n, r) spanned by all 
c ,, , with 1” i,c; = p. This is a sum of certain weight spaces in the usual sense. 
We have 
A(n, r) = @A”(& r) 
over PE ;i(n, r), and from (3.3) and (3.5) we see that G permutes these 
summands in the same way as it permutes ;i(n, r). More precisely 
gs, AI’(n, r) = Afil’(n, r) (gEG, PEE/~(G, r)). (3.6) 
In particular, if p E A(G, r) has trivial stabilizer G,,, that is, for g E G, we 
have gp = p if and only if g = 1, then every nonzero element of A”(n, r) 
generates a free KG-submodule of rank I of A(n, r). 
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Let /1 +(X, Y) denote the set of “dominant weights.” To obtain these we 
must first totally order X in some way. Then 
and A ‘(X, r) can be identified with the set of partitions of r into at most n 
parts. For each ,? E n +(X, r), we have a certain minimal submodule Fj, of 
A(n, r), and the above remarks make the following evident. 
Zf Fj, n A”(n, r) # 0 for some p E ?I(X, r) such that G,, = 1, 
then F,. contains a nonzero free KG-s&module. (3.7) 
Now to each ,I E n +(X, r), there corresponds a Young diagram in which 
the rows are indexed by X (see [2, p. 50 et seq.]), and which we consider 
to have I(x) squares in the x-th row. We obtain the “basic A-tableau” T by 
entering the numbers from 1 to r in the r squares of this diagram in an 
arbitrary way, which is then fixed. Then each in Z(X, r) determines a I- 
tableau T,, that is, a way of entering elements from X in the diagram of 1. 
This is constructed from T by removing each t (1 < t < r) from the square 
in which it occurs and replacing it by i,. This gives us a bijection between 
1(X, r) and the set of I-tableaux. To obtain the G-weight ,I,,(; of a given 
in Z(X, r), we simply count, in turn, the number of squares of T, which con- 
tain each element of G. 
For any i,,jE 1(X, r) we have the bideterminant 
(7’1 : Tj) = 1 ~(0) c,. /o 
“EC‘(T) 
where for G E G(r), the symmetric group of degree r, we write S(C) for the 
sign of G, and g acts on Z(X, r) by composition of functions, that is, 
(b), =jriw Also C(T) is the column stabilizer of T. We note from the 
second expression that 
If A,,G.=p then (T,: Ti)~Al’(n, r). (3.8) 
We write I for the element of Z(X, r) for which T, has x entered in every 
square of the x-th row. From [2, (6.4~) p. 943, we have 
Fj. is K-spanned by the elements Cht iRcTl (T, : T,,), where i 
ranges over Z(X, r) and R(T) is the row stabilizer of T. (3.9) 
In particular, if T, is constant along rows, then iR( T) = {i}, and we have 
(T, : T,) # 0 as long as no column of h contains any entry more than once; 
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this follows by expressing the bideterminant as a product of determinants 
in the usual way. 
After these preliminary manoeuvres, we are now ready to embark on the 
actual proof of (*). We assume 
4 > I”,+ I for some s with 1 < s < n, and V = Fj. contains no 
nonzero free KG-module, (3.10) 
and deduce various facts about i. 
s< IGI (3.11) 
Proof If s 3 ICI, then n > I GI. Choose an arbitrary element g E G, and 
define i E Z(X, r) as follows. We make T, constant along its rows, and so 
that no two distinct rows contain the same entry. The first ICI - 1 rows 
contain the elements of G\{ g}. S’ mce s- IGI + 1 <n- jGl+ 1 = lB[ + 1, we 
have s - ICI + 1 6 [Bl, so we can use elements of B for the rows numbered 
ICI,..., s. The remaining rows are tilled with elements of X not already used. 
Putting ir,G.= p, we have from (3.8) and (3.9) that O# (I”, : T,)E 
F;.nA”(n, r). Now for XEG, we have 1*(x)=1+, if and only if XEG \{g}. 
Hence it follows from (3.12) below that Fj, contains a free KG-module in 
fact generated by (T, : T,), a contradiction which establishes (3.11). 
Let PE il(G, r), gE G, and ,for 1 <u < r, let 
G,= {x~G:p(x)=u}. Then g,u=peg ‘G,=G,, 
,for all u E { I, 2 ,..., r }. 
The proof of this is an easy exercise. 
(3.12) 
G is an elementary ahelian 2-group, and s = 2 or n - 2. (3.13) 
Proqf: Suppose that not all these conditions are satisfied. Then by the 
lemma at the beginning of this section, we can find a subset S of G with 
I S( = s and having trivial stabilizer in G. We now let i be any element of 
Z(X, r) such that Ti is constant along rows, no two rows contain a common 
element, and the first s rows contain the elements of S. Thus, if iii,c= p, 
then for x E G, we have p(x) = I, if and only if x E S. The properties of S 
and (3.12) give us a nonzero free KG submodule in F;., a contradiction. 
E, =0 and IGI > 2. (3.14) 
Proof, This follows the same lines. From (3.13), we can find an (s - l)- 
element subset S of G with trivial stabilizer. In fact, every (s - 1)-element 
subset of G has this property. We use the elements of S to fill the first s - 1 
rows of T,. If E, # 0, then B # a, and we use an element of B for the s-th 
row. Then L,Jx) = A, if and only if x E S, and a contradiction results. 
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Since now 16s~ ICI and s=2 or ICI -2, we have ICI >2. 
A,, + , = . . . = A,, . (3.15) 
Proof. Assume that we have s < t < n, and A,, > jV, + , = . . ’ = I., > ;I, + , . 
Unless t -s = 2 or n - 2, we can obtain a subset S of G such that ISI = t - s 
and S has trivial stabilizer. Entering one element of S along each of the 
rows of length A,, making sure no two rows contain the same element, and 
completing to a A-tableau Ti that also has this property and is constant 
along rows, we find that the G-weight p of i has trivial stabilizer, and 
obtain a nonzero free KG-submodule of Fj, as before. 
Thus t-s=2 or n-2, and since t<n, we must have s=2, t=4, and 
[Cl > 4. Let 1 = g,, g,, g,, g, be distinct elements of G such that g, # g,g,, 
and let S,= (1, g,}, SZ= {g3, g4}. If XEG, xS,=S, and .uS,=S,, then 
x = 1 or g,, and since g,SZ # SZ, we have x = 1. Now we form Ti by enter- 
ing g, along the u-th row of the diagram of 1” ( 1 d u < 4) and completing in 
the usual way. From (3.12), the G-weight of i has trivial stabilizer in G and 
a contradiction results. 
We have now reached the stage where 2’ = (n”, s”), where a + c = i,, 
s = 2 or n - 2. and it remains to determine the form of C. 
We may assume that a = 0, so that I,’ = (s“), wlhere s = 2 or 
n = 2. (3.16) 
Proof: Let $ = (s’) and U be a one-dimensional Kf-module affording 
the representation g + (det g)” of lY Then (3.16) holds because of the well 
known fact that Fj. g L/OK F,,. It can be proved by noting that U OK F,, is 
irreducible, since dim U= 1, and then comparing the leading terms of the 
formal characters. Again since U is one-dimensional, Fi contains a nonzero 
free KG-module if and only if F,, does, and so we have (3.16). 
The last stage of the proof (*) is as follows. Let g, , g*,..., g, + , be distinct 
elements of G, and suppose t is an integer with 1 6 t < c. We construct Ti 
by entering g, along the u-th row of our diagram for 1 d u d s - 1. In the 
s-th row, we enter g, in the first t squares, and g,s+, in the rest. Applying 
elements of R(T) to i simply corresponds to redistributing the entries of Ti 
among the squares in the last row. The bideterminants (T, : T j) so 
obtained (LIZ iR( T)) are all equal to (T, : Ti), as the expression as a product 
of determinants hows. Hence we find from (3.9) that 
(3.17) 
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Now the G-weight of i has trivial stabilizer, and so the element (3.17) if 
not zero, generates a free KG-submodule of rank 1. We deduce 
C 0 =o if 1 < t < C. t (3.18) 
c=l [f K has characteristic zero. (3.19) 
If char K = p > 0 and c is not a power of p, we write c = ppd, where d> 1 
and p does not divide d. Then p does not divide (J), contradicting (3.18). 
This completes the proof of (*). 
Completion qf the Proof qf Theorem 1’. If I., = 3., = . = j”,, = m, say, 
then clearly r = mn, and considering the leading terms of the formal charac- 
ters, which are (X,X, ... X,Z)“’ in both cases, shows that V affords the 
representation g --f (det g)“‘, and is one dimensional. 
It remains only to show that in the exceptional cases in Theorem l’(c), 
no nonzero free KG-module is present. As in the proof of (3.16), we may 
assume that a = 0. Thus VZ (/i YE)“rh, where s = 2 or n - 2, with the usual 
interpretation if char K = 0. In the situation we are considering, E is a free 
KG-module of rank 1, and so A’E has a basis permuted by G. With respect 
to this basis, all the entries of the representing matrices are 0 or 1, so 
(AYE)“* z A‘E as KG modules. Hence, we may assume V= A2E or /1”- ‘E. 
Suppose now char K # 2. Then E has a basis f, ,..., ,f,, (n = ICI = 2”, with 
x > 1 ), such that each Kj; is a one-dimensional KG-module. Then A2E has 
a basis {,fi. A,#;: 1 < i<,j< n}. Now if one of Kf and Kf, is the trivial G- 
module, the other is not, so K(,f; A j;) is a nontrivial G-module. If both ICf, 
and Kfi are nontrivial, then their kernels are distinct maximal subgroups of 
G, so we can choose x E G such that .~,f, =,f, and .yf, = -.f,. Hence again 
K(,f; A ,f,) is nontrivial. From this we deduce that A’E does not contain the 
trivial KG-module and so it cannot contain nonzero free module. We can 
deal with A” ‘E by identifying it with the dual of A*E. A direct argument 
runs as follows. The vector space A” ‘E has a basis consisting of 
all f,, A ,fi2 A ... A ,f;,, ? where I, < l2 < .. < i,, ?. Let a and h be the 
two integers in { 1, 2 ,..., n)\{ i, ,..., i,,- 2}, and choose .YE G so that it fixes 
exactly one of ,f, and ,lh. Now as x # 1, exactly 2”~ ’ of J’, ,..., f,, satisfy 
,~,f, = -f,. Of these, 2” ’ - 1 occur among f;, ,..., ,f,, *. Thus 
.K(,fi, A . . . A fin-z)= -f;fi, * “’ A .A,-,? and again we see that A2E does 
not contain the trivial KG-module. 
When char K = 2, a different argument is needed. We identify E with the 
left regular module KG. Then A*E is spanned by all elements 
,g A h(g, hcG). Let H=C,EC;. Y We show that 0 annihilates A”E, which 
therefore cannot contain a nonzero free module. Let g, h be distinct 
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elements of G, let y=gh, and G=Hx(y). If ~EH, then 
uy(g~h)=u(yg~yh)=u(h~g)=u(g~h),so(u+uy)(g~h)=O.Since 
~=CuEH(U+uY)Y we have 0(g A h) = 0, as claimed. We can show 
similarly that 0 annihilates each gj, A . . A g,-, E An- 2E, taking ( y ) to 
be the stabilizer of {g,,,..., g, ,} in G. Thus, AflP ‘E also contains no non- 
zero free KG-module. 
4. THE NONPOLYNOMIAL CASE. 
We show now that the major part of Theorem 1 remains true for 
representations which are not polynomial. The basic reason is that if K is 
an infinite field, then work of Bore1 and Tits [l] allows us to see that 
arbitrary irreducible representations of GL(n, K) over an algebraically 
closed field K containing K, may be recovered from polynomial ones in a 
certain manner. No doubt this is well known, but we will give a proof. Our 
version of Theorem 1 is as follows. 
THEOREM 2. Let K he an infinite field, I-= GL,(K), and let G and E be 
as in Theorem 1. Suppose that E 2 KG @ E, as KG-modules, for some KG- 
module E, . Let V be a module for f over a field L containing K, and assume 
that SL,,(K) does not act trivially on V. Then either V contains a nonzero 
free KG-module, or E, = 0 and G is an elementary abelian 2-group of order 
> 2. 
We require a sequence of results relating SL,, and GL,,. 
(4.1) Let k, K be infinite fields with k d K. Then every irreducible 
polynomial representation of GL,(k) over K remains irreducible when restric- 
ted to SL,,(k). 
Proof Let V be a finite-dimensional K-space affording the represen- 
tation in question, and let K be an algebraic closure of K. Then P= V@k R 
is irreducible [2, (3Sa)], and since GL,(K) is Zariski-dense in GL,(K), we 
can extend the action of GL,(K) on P to CL,(K), simply using the same 
polynomials. Since GL,(K) = SL,(K) . K*, where K* is the multiplicative 
group of K, and the elements of K* act by scalar multiplication on P, we 
see that P remains irreducible when restricted to SL,(K) and hence, by 
Zariski-density, when restricted to SL,(k). Hence V must certainly be 
irreducible under SL,(k). 
(4.2) Let k < K be as in (4.1). Then every irreducible polynomial 
representation over K of SL,(k) can be extended to GL,(k). 
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Proof: Let ci, (1 6 i, j d n) be as usual the function which takes a matrix 
to its (i, j) coefficient, and A = K[c,, ,..., c,,,] be the algebra of polynomial 
functions on CL,,(k) with coefhcients in K. We have an obvious 
epimorphism from A to A,, the algebra of polynomial functions on X,,(k) 
and this is a X,,(k)-homomorphism when SL,,(k) is allowed to act on the 
left on A and A, in the usual way. Now every finite dimensional SL,(k)- 
module U over K in which the coefficient functions come from A,, can be 
embedded in a direct sum of copies of the XL,,(k)-module A, in the usual 
fashion. If U, ,..., u,~, is a K-basis of Ii and gui = Cy! ( d,i( g)ui, then the K- 
linear maps 4, from U to A,, given by d,(u,) = d,,, are X,,(k)-maps and 
their kernels intersect trivially. Because of the epimorphism A + A,, it 
follows that every irreducible S&(k)-module whose coefficients lie in A,, is 
isomorphic to some K[SL,,(k)]-composition factor of A. By 4.1, the latter 
composition factor arises by restriction from some irreducible polynomial 
representation of CL,,(k) over K. 
(4.3) Let k be an injinite,field and K he an algebraically closed field con- 
taining k. Let p be an irreducihle,finite-dimensional representation qf CL,,(k) 
over K. Then there exist finitely many homomorphisms Ed: k + K (1 < i < t), 
irreducible polynomial representations c$, (1 < i < t) of GL,(&,(k)) over K, and 
an irreducible representation p qf GL,(k)/SL,(k) over K, such that p is 
equivalent to (@:=,di~i)@p. 
Proof: This is a standard Clifford’s Theorem argument. Let V be a 
module affording p, and U an irreducible K[SL,,(k)]-submodule of V. By 
the theorem of Bore1 and Tits [l] (see also Steinberg [6, p. 2201, there 
exist homomorphisms E, : k + K and irreducible polynomial representations 
4, of SL,,(E,(k)) over K (1 d i < t) such that U affords the representation 
@i= ]disi. It follows from (4.2) that U can be extended to a K[GL,(k)]- 
module. Let W = Horn/,( U, V), where H = SL,(k), and make W into a 
module for CL,,(k) by defining @(u) = g& gP ‘u)(g E CL,,(k)). Clearly H 
acts trivially. The map Q @ u + d(u) is a KG-isomorphism from W@ U to 
V, as K is algebraically closed. It follows that W is an irreducible 
K[GL,,(k)/SL,(k)]-module, and hence is one dimensional. This gives (4.3). 
Proof of Theorem 2. Suppose that V is defined over a field L b K, and 
let E be an algebraic closure of L. Let P= V@ .E, and let W be a com- 
position factor of r on which SL,(K) does not operate trivially, Suppose 
that V contains no nonzero free LG-submodule. Then v contains no non- 
zero free LG-submodule [4, VII. 7.231, and nor does W. Thus, we may 
assume L is algebraically closed and V is irreducible. 
By (4.3), Vr @I= I Vi@ U, where Vi affords an irreducible polynomial 
representation bi of CL,(L), and we have embeddings si of K into L 
(1 6 i < t) such that CL,,(K) operates on Vi via $,q. Further, U is a one- 
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dimensional L[GL,(K)]-module. Since SL,,(K) operates nontrivially on V, 
we may assume that it does so on V,. Now if V, contains a nonzero free 
L[&,(G)]-submodule X, with E,(G) acting via p, then X is a free LG- 
module, and so is X0 V, @ ... @ V,@ U. Therefore no such X exists. Now 
considering E,(G) as a subgroup of CL,,(L) and noting the structure of 
L @ E as E, (C)-module, we can apply Theorem 1 to V, and deduce that 
E,(G) is an elementary abelian 2-group (and hence G also), and E, = 0. 
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